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EDUCATION | Protest

Thousands of people demonstrate in the Balearic Islands against
the TIL

Vídeo: Atlas

The Government Delegation figures participation in 70,000 people
The Balearic Society of Mathematicians says there have been 100,000
They defend public education, the withdrawal of the TIL and the indefinite strike
In Menorca and Ibiza there have also been simultaneous concentrations
Protesters have surrounded Palma from Plaza España to Plaza de la Reina
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Thousands of people have demonstrated in the Plaza España de Palma and other streets of Menorca and
Ibiza against the Integrated Treatment of Languages   (TIL). The protest has been in defense of the complete
withdrawal of the TIL and public education and in support of the indefinite strike of teachers who during
the last two weeks live the public centers of the islands.

The 'green tide' that has surrounded Palma from Plaza España to Plaza de la Reina has gathered some
100,000 people in Palma, according to the updated data at 20.29 hours collected by the Balearic
Society of Mathematicians. In addition, a total of 10,000 people have gathered in Ibiza and 8,000 in
Menorca.

According to the figures of the Government Delegation, the number of participants would be around
70,000 people .

It should be noted that the Department of Geography of the University of the Balearic Islands (UIB) has
calculated that the 'green tide' that has surrounded Palma from Plaza España to Plaza de la Reina has
covered a total area of   41,000 square meters.

On the other hand, the organizers of the demonstration have indicated that "it is a historic day, it is the
greatest manifestation of democracy in the Balearic Islands" . The general secretary of the STEI, Biel
Caldentey, has explained to the media in the Plaza de la Reina that this day has been "so historic that the
Government either becomes hysterical or starts to negotiate".

Caldentey has indicated that this Monday when the Ministry of Education meets again with the negotiating
table "only" will want "three answers to three questions: withdrawal of the TIL, withdrawal of the Law of
Symbols, and withdrawal of disciplinary records of the directors of Mahón ".

'TIL Game Over'

"TIL Game Over" and "Bauzá inúTIL" have been two of the most repeated slogans on the banners carried
by the demonstrators, among which many Catalan independence flags have been seen. Many have
moved from different parts of Mallorca to the Balearic capital to participate in the massive protest today,
which despite being scheduled to start at 6:00 pm, has been advanced 30 minutes, because at 17:30 the
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area between Las Avenidas, December 31 and Plaza de España was already full of people. Most of these
were wearing green t-shirts with slogans in favor of a quality public education.

Many of the protesters present in the protest, which has ended in Plaza de la Reina, after passing through
Avenues, Paseo Mallorca, Jaume III, Paseo del Born, have worn green shirts to show their rejection of
the educational policies of the Government and Government central.

People have been able to read and listen to slogans such as ' For a quality public education', 'We are not
afraid, we are the most shouting', 'if teachers indoctrinate, you would not govern or' not to impose, yes
to education ', as well as others of the style' A relaxing cup of hosts against the faces'.

The demonstration started after a banner with the slogan 'Against the imposition, defend education' .

The event was convened by the Crida Platform, the Assemblea de Docents, the STEI, the Balearic Cultural
Work, the Uctaib, the Associació de Directors d'Educació Infantil i Primaria, the Fadesib, FAPA, Coapa,
Joves per la Llengua, CCOO , CGT, Fete-UGT, Jubilats per Mallorca and Plataforma d'Estudiants de
Balears.
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Not a step back. The PP was voted to do what he is doing. If he did not do it, he would lose all his
options to revalidate his mandate. To be many in a demonstration does not give them the right, nor
does it make the lie true, nor annul the vote in the ballot boxes that deposited many more. There may
already be many with the brainwashing from school, who are already parents, and that's why they
are at the demonstration, believing that their opinion is theirs, when in reality they have been
programmed from the school by an army of indoctrinating teachers, who have been taking positions
for decades, of course, financed by the pancatalanistas of Barcelona. The first school taken by the
Catalans was ... the college of MAGISTERIO !! ... they already knew what they were ...
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